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Comment text:

The map won't allow me to draw, I believe if change has to happen Nuneaton ... all parishes, should become 1, also all Warwick as 1, and Stratford as 1. amalgamate Hartshill with Atherstone, Bedworth & Bulkington, Alcester & Studley. Smaller parishes may benefit from becoming larger as they will have a more equal population ... although something that has been in place for years works OK so why change anything at all? Very typical ... keeping someone in a job when it's a job that really is of low priority when we have drains that need cleaning and roads that are a disgrace & get overlooked, by fixing roads and clearing drains EVERYONE in the county would benefit form the money spent. I personally think priorities of the county & country are a disgrace. Back to basics is where they need to be instead of living in ivory towers, and spending when it is unnecessary in the current economic climate.
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